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Reliability of Krylov Subspace Methods 
A Practical Perspective 
hlf. Nau i~~ov .  hf. Afanguoglu, C. C. Afikkelsen. 
A. Arsenieva and A. Sallleh * 
July 8, 2007 
Abstract 
In this report the reliability of Krylov Subspace iterative methods 
has been studied. We analyzed the performance of Co~ljugate Gradient 
(CG) 1 1 1 ,  Generalized RIinimum Residual (GAIRES) [-:I and Stabilized 
Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BiCGStab) [ : I  algorithms, with No: Incomplete 
LU (ILU) [ i ]  and Incomplete LU with fill-in tolerance (ILUT) precon- 
ditioning. The 65 nonsymmetric test matrices \\:ere selected from the 
largest sparse matrices of t,he Tim Da.vis AIatrix Collectiorl. The I < r y l o ~  
Subspace methods faiIed to  produce a solution to the desired accuracy 
in fixed number of iterations in more than 77% of the cases. The reader 
should be advised that  this report does not have theoretical I~ounds on 
convergence and is based purely on nllmerical experiments. 
'Colnputer Science Departlllent: Purdue Uliiversity - \\:cst Lafayet& 
305 N. Universit,y Street. \Vest Lafayettc. I N .  47907-2107 
(naumov@purdue .edu: mmanguog@cs.purdue.edu. cmikkels@cs.purdue.edu. 
arsenieva@insightbb.com and sameh@cs.purdue.edu). 
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Krylov Subspace iterative methods are ainong the most popular iterative inetll- 
ods used to  solve large sparse linear systems. Although. these methods arc. 
known to be unreliable. most of the scientific conlinunity has einbraced them. 
The siinple experinlents conducted in this study suggest that a search foi robust 
alternatives is imperative and is especially iinportant for nonsyininetric syst~ins.  
Letting A E RnXn and f E R7' we are interested in sol\ring 
using GhIRES: BiCGStab and 
A ~ A X  = ~~f 
using CG (CGNR). I11 our experiinent we let fT = [l . . . 11. The softlvare implr- 
inentation of Krylov Subspace Met~hods from Harwell Subroutine Librarj- (HSL) 
and ILUT factorization from SPARSEKIT have been used in our e>;pel.iments 
(see Tab. 1;2). The square nonsynlinetric matrices in this study were obtained 
from Tim Davis ASIatrix Collect,ion and are listed below (see Tab. 3J). 
Table 1 : Subroutines 
Algorithm Subroutine Stopping Criteria 
# it. rel. residual time (matrix #. tiinc allox\-rd) 
CG MI21 (HSL) 250 5 1-235211. 24-5653h. 57-655511 
GMRES Id124 (HSL) 250 5 l o p 4  1-235211. 24-565311~ 57-655511 
BiCGStab MI26 (HSL) 250 5 lo-" 1-235211. 24-565311. 57-65<511 
Table 2: Preconditioiiing 
Algorithm Subroutine Dropping Tolerance AIax. Storage 
ILU MA48 (HSL) elements 5 ~ o - ~ I  JA(I, lO(#noiizeros) 
ILUT ilut (SPARSEKIT) elements 5 lop3 1 1  A 1, 1 O(#nonzeros) 
fill-in < 0.1 (#nonzeros) 
This report is organized as follows. First. we present tlle numerical esperi- 
ments distinguishing between success. stating the number of iterations required 
for convergence. and three types of failure: Fl - lnaxiniuln  lumber of iterations 
reached. F2 - algorithm broke do\vn and F3 - ILU(T) failure diie to  lack of 
storage. time or singularity of the resulting preconditioner. Second. for every 
successful case we show plots of the histor\r of residual. Finally. we conlinent on 
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# Matrix Size # NOl1zeros Type Application
1 Raju/laminar_duct3D 67,173 3.788,857 Real Physical Processes
2 Hamm/bcircuit 68,902 375,558 Real Circuit Simulation
3 Mallya/lhr71 70,304 1,494,006 Real Chemical Processes
4 Mallya/lhr71c 70,304 1,528,092 Real Chemical Processes
5 Shyy/shyy161 76.480 329,762 Real Comput. Fluid Dyn.
6 Bomhof/circuiL4 80,209 307,604 Real Circuit Simulation
7 Averous/epb3 84,617 463.625 Real Physical Processes
8 FEMLAB/ poisson3Db 85.623 2,374,949 Real Physical Processes
9 Rajat/rajat20 86,916 604,299 Real Circuit Simulation
10 Raj at/rajat25 87,190 606,489 Real Circuit Simulation
11 Rajat/rajat28 87,190 606,489 Real Circuit Simulation
12 Rajat/rajat16 94,294 476,766 Real Circuit Simulation
13 Raj at/raj atl7 94,294 479,246 Real Circuit Simulation
14 Rajat/rajat18 94,294 479,151 Real Circuit Simulation
15 Sandia!ASIC_lOOks 99,190 578,890 Real Circuit Simulation
16 Sandia/ASIC_lOOk 99,340 940,621 Real Circuit Simulation
17 Schenk_IBMSDS/ matrix_9 103,430 1,205,518 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
18 Hamm/hcircuit 105,676 513,072 Real Circuit Simulation
19 Norris/lung2 109.460 492,564 Real Biological Proces.
20 Rajat/rajat23 110,355 555,441 Real Circuit Simulation
21 Schenk.lSEI/barrier2-1 113,076 2,129.496 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
22 Schenk.lSEI/barrier2-2 113,076 2,129,496 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
23 Schenk_ISEI/barrier2-3 113,076 2,129,496 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
24 Schenk_ISEI/barrier2-4 113,076 2,129.496 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
25 Schenk.lSEI/barrier2-9 115,625 2,158,759 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
26 Schenk_ISEI/barrier2-1° 115,625 2,158,759 Real Semicol1. Dey. Sim.
27 Schenk.lSEI/barrier2-11 115,625 2,158,759 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
28 Schenk_ISEI/barrier2-12 115,625 2,158,759 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
29 Norris/torso2 115,967 1,033,473 Real Biological Proces.
30 Norris/torso1 116,158 8,516,500 Real Biological ProCE's.
31 IB1LEDA/del 116,835 766,396 Real Circuit Simulation
32 IB1LEDA/dc2 116,835 766,396 Real Circuit Simulation
33 IB1LEDA/dc3 116,835 766,396 Real Circuit Simulation
34 IB1LEDA/trans4 116,835 749,800 Real Circuit Simulation
35 IB1LEDA/trans5 116,835 749,800 Real Circuit Simulation
36 ATandT/twotone 120,750 1,206,265 Real Circuit Simulation
37 Schenk.lBMSDS/matrix-new-3 125,329 893,984 Real Semicon. Dey. Sim.
38 vanHeukelum/cage12 130,228 2,032.536 Real Biological Proces.
3
Table 4: Matrices
# lVlatrix Size # Nonzeros Type Application
39 SchenLISEI/ para-4 153,226 2,930,882 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
40 Schenk_ISEI/para-5 155,924 2:094:873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
41 SchenLISEI/para-6 155,924 2,094,873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
42 Schenk_ISEI/para-7 155,924 2:094,873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
43 SchenkJ:SEI/ para-8 155,924 2,094,873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
44 Schenk.ISEI/para-9 155,924 2,094,873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
45 SchenLISEI/ para-1 0 155,924 2,094,873 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
46 Ronis/xenon2 157,464 3,866,688 Real Physical Processes
47 Hamm/scircuit 170,998 958,936 Real Circuit Simulation
48 SchenkJ:SEI/ohne2 181,343 6,869,939 Real Semicon. De\'. Sim.
49 Norris/ stomach 213,360 3,021:648 Real Biological Proces.
50 Norris/torso3 259,156 4,429,042 Real Biological Proces.
51 Sandia/ASIC.320ks 321:671 1,316,085 Real Circuit Simulation
52 Sandia/ASIC.320k 321,821 1,931,828 Real Circuit Simulation
53 Rajat/rajat24 358,172 1,946,979 Real Circuit Simulation
54 Tromble/language 399,130 1,216,334 Real Natural Lang. Proc.
55 Rajat/rajat21 411,676 1,876,011 Real Circuit Simulation
56 vanHeukelum/ cage13 445,315 7,479,343 Real Biological Proces.
57 Rajat/rajat29 643,994 3,760,246 Real Circuit Simulation
58 Rajat/rajat30 643:994 6,175,244 Real Circuit Simulation
59 ATandT/pre2 659,033 5,834,044 Real Circuit Simulation
60 Sandia/ASIC.680ks 682,712 1,693,767 Real Circuit Simulation
61 Sandia/ASIC-680k 682,862 2:638,997 Real Circuit Simulation
62 Hamrle/Hamrle3 1,447,360 5,514,242 Real Circuit Simulation
63 vanHeukelurn/ cage14 1,505,785 27,130,349 Real Biological Proces.
64 Rajat/rajat31 4,690,002 20,316,253 Real Circuit Simulation
65 vanHeukelum/cage15 5:154,859 99,199,551 Real Biological Proces.
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2 Numerical Experiments
In this section we present the results of our experiments and show plots of the
history of residual for everyone of the successful cases and describe three typical
residual histories when the algorithms failed.
Table 5: Numerical Experiments
Matrix CGNR GI\1RES BiCGStab
No ILU ILUT No ILU ILUT No ILU ILUT
1 F1 F.1 F3 F j F3 F3 F j F3 F3
2 F1 F3 F j F j F3 F1 F2 F3 F1
3 F1 F3 F:3 F1 F3 F3 F2 F3 F3
4 F1 F3 F.1 F1 F3 F3 F2 F3 F3
5 F1 F3 F3 F] F3 F3 F2 F3 F3
6 F1 F3 F3 F j F:3 F3 F j F3 F3
7 F1 F3 F1 F1 F:l 72 F j F:3 49
8 F1 F3 F1 189 F3 46 144 F3 28
9 F1 F3 F3 F] F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
10 F1 F3 F3 F j F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3
11 F1 F3 F3 F j F3 F3 F1 F.1 F.1
12 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3
13 F1 F3 F3 F1 F.1 F3 F1 F:3 F3
14 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F j F3 F:3
15 F1 F3 18 226 F3 7 H F3 4
16 F1 F3 F3 F j F.1 F3 F1 F.1 F3
17 F j F3 F1 F j F3 F1 F j F,3 F j
18 F j F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
19 Fl F3 F3 F1 F3 H F1 F3 F3
20 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
21 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
22 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3
23 F1 F.1 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 H
24 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
25 F1 F.1 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
26 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F:3 F3
27 F1 F3 F3 F1 F:3 F3 PI F3 F.1
28 F1 H F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
29 103 100 4 18 3 3 10 3 2
30 F1 F3 F1 F1 F3 PI F1 F3 F1
31 F1 F3 F1 F1 F3 195 F1 F3 F1
32 F1 F3 F1 F1 F3 58 F1 F3 36
33 F1 F3 F1 F1 F3 60 Fl F3 63
34 F1 F3 F1 F] F3 28 F1 F3 16
5
Table 6: Numerical Experiments
IVlatrix CGNR GMRES BiCGStab
No ILU ILUT No ILU ILUT No ILU ILUT
35 Fr F3 Fr Fr F3 54 Fr F3 33
36 Fr F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F2 F3 F:3
37 F* F3 Fr Fr F3 Fr Fr F3 F)1
38 12 4 3 9 3 3 F2 2 2
39 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
40 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
41 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3 F1 F3 F3
42 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
43 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F1 F:3 F3
44 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3
45 F1 F3 F3 F1 F1 F3 Fr F3 F3
46 F1 F3 F1 F1 F3 249 Fr F3 Fr
47 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
48 Fr F3 F3 Fr F3 F:3 F1 F3 F3
49 115 19 6 85 2 4 F2 2 2
50 F1 127 F1 68 4 101 44 5 Fr
51 F1 F3 27 F1 F3 Fr F1 F3 4
52 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3
53 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
54 F1 3 Fr 26 F3 20 21 F3 13
55 Fr F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F) F3 F:3
56 20 6 4 10 3 3 6 2 2
57 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
58 F1 F3 F3 F) F3 F3 Fr F3 F:3
59 F1 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3 Fr F3 F3
60 F* F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3 F1 F:3 F31
61 F* F3 F3 F1 F3 F:3 F1 F3 F31
62 F1 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
63 9 F3 3 F3 F3 F:3 F2 F3 2
64 F1 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F1 F3 F3
65 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3 F3
The failures indicated by * are special in the sense that while the residual
for (2) is small, the residual for (1) is large. The success of kryloy subspace
methods is summarized in Tab. 7.
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For the matrices 7, 8,15,29,31-35,38,46,49,50,51, 54, 56 and 63 we show
the history of residual below.
1, l\Iatrix 7
Figure 1: epb3, GMRES (ILUT)
Group T1/UNAESTAATED/ILUT Matrix name: epb3<457259> size: 84617
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Figure 2: epb3, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/iLUT Matrix name: epb3 < 459245 > size: 84617
NNZ: 463625 inl.norm : 6.76E-01 fin/row: 1
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Figure 3: POiSSOIl3Db, GMRES (No)
Group : TlIUNRESTARTEDINONE Matrix name: poisson3Db<457048> size: 85623
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Figure 4: poisson3Db, GJ'v1RES (ILUT)
Group: TlIUNRESTARTED/lLUT Matrix name: poisson3Db<457266> size: 85623















Figure 5: poisson3Db, BiCGStab (No)
Group: bic/NONE Matrix name: poisson3Db < 459220 > size: 85623
NNZ : 2374949 inf.norm: 1.00E+OO ERR:















Figure 6: poisson3Db, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/tLUT Malrix name: poisson3Db < 459252 > size: 85623
NNZ: 2374949 inf.norm : 1.00E+OO fililrow: 3
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3. J\latrix 15
Figure 7: ASIC_lOOks, CGNR (ILUT)
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Figure 8: ASIC_lOOks, GMRES (No)
Group: T1/UNRESTARTED/NONE Matrix name: ASIGOOks<457034> size: 99190














Figure 9: ASIC_lOOks, GIVIRES (ILUT)
Group: T1 /UNRESTARTED/ILUT Matrix name: ASIC; OOks<457252> size: 99190
















Figure 10: ASIC_lOOks, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bicllLUT Matrix name: ASIC100ks < 459238 > size: 99190
NNZ : 578890 int.norm : 2.00E+06 fill/row: 1
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4. Matrix 29
Figure 11: torso2, CGNR (No)
Group: NONE
v
2IT2cGNRoUPUT Matrix name: tor502<458267> size: 115967
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Figure 12: torso2, CGNR (ILU)
Group: MA48y2fT2cGNRoUPUT Matrix name: lorso2<458356> size: 115967















Figure 13: torso2, CGNR (ILUT)





















Figure 14: torso2, GMRES (No)
Group: T2/UNRESTARTEO/NONE Malrix name: lorso2<457089> size: 115967










Figure 15: torso2, GMRES (ILU)



















Figure 16: torso2, Gl\1RES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTED/ILUT Matrix name: tor502<457244> size: 115967
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Figure 17: torso2, BiCGStab (No)
Group: bic/NONE Matrix name: tor502 < 459399> size: 115967
NNZ: 1033473 inf.norm: 8.98E+OO ERR:
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Figure 18: torso2, BiCGStab (ILU)
Group; bic/MA48 Malrix name: lor502 < 459486 > size: 115967
NNZ: 1033473 inl.norm: 8.98E+OO ERR:
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Figure 19: torso2, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/iLUT Malrix name: tor502 < 459445 > size: 115967
NNZ : 1033473 inf.norm : 8.98E+OO fill/row: 1
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Group: T2/UNRESTARTEDJILUT Matrix name: dcl<457223> size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 fill/row: 1 Final rel.res : 9.573E-05
Group: T2IUNRESTARTEDJILUT Matrix name: dc2<457224> size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 fill/row: 1 Final reLres : 6.973E-05
0.5
5. Ivlatrix 31
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Figure 22: dc2, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/iLUT Malrix name: dc2 < 459425 > size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 inf.norm : 4.26E+05 fill/row: 1
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Group: T2JUNREST ARTEO/ILUT Matrix name: dc3<457225> size: 116835
NNZ ; 766396 fill/row: 1 Final rel.res : 6.937E-05

















Figure 24: dc3, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/ILUT Matrix name: dc3 < 459426 > size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 inf.norm : 4.30E+OS till/row: 1
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8. rvIatrix 34
Figure 25: trans4, GMRES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTEDIlLUT Matrix name: tranS4<457246> size: 116835











Figure 26: trans4, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/ILUT Matrix name: trans4 < 459447 ;. size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 inLnorm : 9.06E+04 till/row: 1
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9. l\Iatrix 35
Figure 27: trans5, GMRES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTEO/ILUT Malrix name: lrans5<457247;. size: 116835















Figure 28: trans5, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bicllLUT Matrix name: trans5 < 459448 > size: 116835
NNZ : 766396 inf.norm : 2.B6E+04 liIVrow : 1
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Figure 29: cage12, CGNR (No)
Group: NONEv2ff2cGNRoUPUT Matrix name: cage12<458244> size: 130228
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Figure 30: cage12, CGNR (ILU)
Group: MA48\12fT2cGNRoUPUT Malrix name: cage 12<458332> size: 130228
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Figure 31: cage12, CGNR (ILUT)
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Figure 32: cage12, GMRES (No)
Group: T2IUNAESTAATED/NONE Matrix name: cage12<457066> size: 130228
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Figure 33: cage12, GlVIRES (ILU)
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Figure 34: cage12, GJ\IRES (ILUT)
Group: T2JUNRESTARTEOJILUT Matrix name: cage12<457221> size: 130228
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Figure 35: cage12, BiCGStab (ILU)
Group: bicJMA48 Matrix name: cage12 < 459463 > size: 130228
NNZ: 2032536 inl.norrn : 1.33E+OO ERR:
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Figure 36: cagel2, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/iLUT Matrix name: cage12 < 459422 > size: 130228
NNZ : 2032536 inf.norm: 1.33E+OO fiJI/row: 2
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Figure 37: xenon2, GMRES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTEOIILUT Matrix name: xenon2<457249> size: 157464








Figure 38: stomach, CGNR (No)
Group: NONEv2fT2cGNRoUPUT Matrix name: stomach<458265> size: 213360















Figure 39: stomach, CGNR (ILU)
Group: MA48v2fT2cGNRoUPUT Malrix name: slomach<458354> size: 213360
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Figure 40: stomach, CGNR (ILUT)
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Figure 41: stomach, Gl\1RES (No)
Group· T2/UNRESTARTED/NONE Matrix name: stomach<4570B7> size: 213360
















Figure 42: stomach, GMRES (ILU)
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Figure 43: stomach, GMRES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTEO/ILUT Matrix name: stomach<457242> size: 213360
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Figure 44: stomach, BiCGStab (ILU)
Group: bic/MA48 Matrix name: stomach < 459484 > size: 213360
NNZ: 3021648 inl.norm: 4.08E+OO ERR:
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Figure 45: stomach, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/ILUT Matrix name: stomach < 459443 > size: 213360
NNZ : 3021648 inl.nonn : 4.08E+OO fiJI/row: 2
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13. l\latrix 50
Figure 46: torso3: CGNR (ILU)
Group: MA48
v
2rr2cGNRo UPUT Matrix name: lor503<458357> size: 259156
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Figure 47: torso3, mvlRES (No)
Group: T2IUNAESTARTEO/NONE Malrix name: lor503..::457090> size :259156
















Figure 48: torso3, GMRES (ILU)












Figure 49: torso3, GMRES (ILUT)
Group: T2/UNAESTARTEDJILUT Malrix name: lorso3<457245> size: 259156








Figure 50: torso3, BiCGStab (No)
Group: bic/NONE Matrix name; torso3 < 459400 ;> size: 259156
NNZ : 4429042 inl.norm : 1.09E+01 EAA :
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Figure 51: torso3, BiCGStab (ILU)
Group: bic/MA48 Matrix name: torso3 < 459487 > size: 259156
NNZ : 4429042 inl.norm ; 1.Q9E+01 ERR:


















Figure 52: ASIC_320ks, CGNR (ILUT)




















Figure 53: ASIC-320ks, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/iLUT Matrix name: ASlC320kS < 459414 > size: 321671
NNZ: 1827807 inLnorm : 2.00E+06 fill/row: 1












Figure 54: language, CGNR (lLD)
Group: MA4Bv2fT2cGNRo UPUT Matrix name: language<458340> size: 399130
NNZ: 1216334 Rel.res.: 1.02E-08
lO,-----,------,----,---,-----,-------r---,---,----,-----,
7
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Figure 55: language, G:t\IRES (No)
Group: T2IUNRESTARTED/NONE Malrix name: language<457073> size: 399130
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Figure 56: language, Gl'vIRES (ILUT)
Group: T2/UNRESTARTED/ILUT Matrix name: language<457228:> sIze: 399130
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Figure 57: language, BiCGStab (No)
Group: bic/NONE Matrix name: language < 459383 > size: 399130
NNZ : 1216334 int.norm : 1.62E+03 ERR:
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Figure 58: language, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/lLUT Matrix name: language < 459429 > size: 399130
NNZ : 1216334 inf.norm : 1.62E+03 lill/row : 1














Figure 59: cage13, CGNR (No)
Group: NONEv2fT2cGNRo UPUT Matrix name: cage13<458245:> size: 445315
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Figure 60: cage13, CGNR (ILU)
Group: MA48\12fT2cGNRoUPUT Matrix name: cage13<458333> size: 445315
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Figure 61: cage13, CGNR (ILUT)





















Figure 62: cage13, GI\IRES (No)
Group; T2/UNRESTARTEO/NONE Matrix name: cage13<457067> size: 445315
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Figure 63: cage13, GMRES (ILU)
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Figure 64: eage13, GI\IRES (ILUT)
Group: T2IUNRESTAATED/ILUT Matrix name: cage13<457222> size: 445315
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Figure 65: enge13, BiCGStab (No)
Group: bic/NONE Matrix name: cage13 < 459377 > size: 445315
NNZ: 7479343 inl.norm: 1.41 E+OO ERR:
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Figure 66: cage13, BiCGStab (ILU)
Group: bic/MA48 Matrix name: cage13 < 459464 > size: 445315
NNZ : 7479343 inLnorm: 1.41 E+OO ERR:
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Figure 67: cage13, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic/ILUT Matrix name: cage13 < 459423 > size: 445315
NNZ : 7479343 inl.norm: 1.41 E+OO till/row: 2


















Figure 68: enge14, CGNR (No)
Group: NONEv2fT3cGNRoUPUT Malri>c name: cage14<45B277> size: 1505785







Figure 69: cRge14, CGNR (ILUT)
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Figure 70: cage14, BiCGStab (ILUT)
Group: bic!ILUT Matrix name: cage14 < 459578 > size: 1505785
NNZ : 27130349 inr .norm : , .33E+OO lill/row : 2
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The three typical failures are the following.
1. Very Slow Convergence or Stagnation: The residual is decreasing
very slO\vly and does not achieve convergence in the fixed number of itera-
tions. In our experience this would usually indicate that the algorithm will
stagnate in the future, because Kr.vlov Subspace methods have a tendency
to either converge fast or do not converge at all.
2. Blow up of the Residual: The residual increases as the iterations
progress, which usually indicates the near singularity of the precondi-
tioner.
3. Large Oscillations of the Residual: The residual oscillates signifi-
cantly between large and small values as iterations progress. This can be
caused by the singularity of the precollditioner as well.
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3 Conclusions
Finally, as can be seen from the experiments, Krylov Subspace methods are not
reliable and have failed in more than 77% of the cases. :Many of them are also
not amenable to parallelism, relying only on the parallelization of matrix vector
multiplication. It is very importiU1t for these reasons to search for more robust
(parallel) iterative linear system soh·ers.
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